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John O'Brien. UNDP technical adviser for Eastern European countries, is convinced he was set up by crooks, out to discredit him and exact revenge for reporting their fraudulent green projects.

Eco fraudsters sending your millions up in smoke: Leaders scuttling to Glasgow's climate summit in private jets is nothing compared to sickening scams in the UN’s green ...
Renowned Climatologist Dr. Tim Ball author of ‘The Deliberate Corruption of Climate Science’ joins Sheila to talk about the 3 lawsuits against him for speaking out against man-made global warming.

What Happens When you Deny Global Warming/Climate Change: One Man's Incredible Fight
the corruption, the shift of power away from the democratic sphere, the gathering environmental collapse that makes a nonsense of its obsessions. I’m sure it’s not deliberate. I don’t think ...

Capitalism is killing the planet – it’s time to stop buying into our own destruction
On the political level, there’s little incentive to cooperate. But businesses from the two countries have every reason to work together.

Can China and the United States Cooperate Fully in Tackling Climate Change?
To put it in simple words: it is part of the global agenda. And this post is about how they are planning to achieve this.

What's Really Behind The Plant-Based Diet Agenda (part 1)?
The education secretary Nadim Zahawi has conceded that the government made “a mistake” after it abandoned attempts to block the suspension of former cabinet min ...

Boris Johnson faces party backlash after Owen Paterson U-turn
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) defines occupational fraud as “the use of one’s occupation for personal enrichment through the deliberate misuse or misapplication of the ...

Rotten apples in the barrel
The astute politics of Formosa Governor Gildo Insfrán have helped the 70-year-old to climb to the top of his province’s government and stay there for more than three decades – a record in contemporary ...

‘Tío Gildo’: a modern-day caudillo in the heart of South America
Samsung’s de facto chief Lee Jae-yong was fined 70 million won (about $60,000) on Tuesday for illegally using the anesthetic drug propofol, about two months after he was ...

Samsung’s Lee fined over illegally using propofol
More than one hundred heads of state as well as private-sector and civil-society leaders are slated to attend the UN Climate Summit ... discussion about them and deliberate efforts to integrate ...

Can Summit Spur Climate Policy Changes?
The revolutionary Zanu PF party, which has so far fulfilled 80 percent of its 2018 party manifesto pledges, remains the political party of choice in the country and will lead Zimbabwe into prosperity, ...

‘Zanu PF remains party of choice’
Former President Mauricio Funes is the latest leader to be implicated in corruption scandals that ... In 2015, the rate of femicide there—the deliberate killing of women because of their gender ...

El Salvador’s Legacy of Impunity Hampers Its Ongoing Fight Against Corruption
A total of 18 political parties are presenting candidates in Saturday's governorship election in Anambra State.

Anambra Decides 2021: Key campaign promises of seven major candidates
Harare Bureau THE Revolutionary Zanu-PF party, which has so far fulfilled 80 percent of its 2018 party manifesto pledges, remains the political party of choice in the country and will lead Zimbabwe ...

Zanu-PF remains the party of choice…80 percent of manifesto fulfilled
But as in Afghanistan, there have been widespread accusations of corruption. There have also ... West Africa's Islamist groups "exist in a climate where the state is weak, but they are weaker ...

Africa's jihadists: What Taliban takeover of Afghanistan means
The research aim of this study is to essentially examine why Nigeria has regressed and not reached where it is predicted to be today and whether this is mainly due to Nigeria’s weak institutions ...

Effect of Weak Institutions on Nigeria's Economic Development
but with rampant corruption, poor administration and bad governance systems, in addition to a lack of political will, we see how failure to address climate justice is not just an issue of national ...

Ahmed Kathrada youth programme joins the call for climate justice
have been suspended and charged by the ICC's Anti-Corruption and Security Unit (ACSU), over the alleged bowling of deliberate no-balls during the Lords test match in August."It is no coincidence ...

Pakistan corruption scandal no surprise - Boycott
In his departure statement today, PM Modi also stated that he will be visiting Vatican City to call on Pope Francis.He also stated, ‘I will join other G20 Leaders in discussions on global economic & ...
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